
Achieving the 95-95-95 HIV goal through 
more precise engagement

STRIATA-BEHAVIOR

Challenge:


One of the critical drivers of Mozambique’s HIV 

epidemic is the low coverage of Antiretroviral 

Therapy (ART). Out of an estimated 2.2 million 

Mozambicans living with HIV, only 1.4 million are 

on ART [UNAIDS].  Access to ARTs and keeping 

patients on ARTs is crucial to preventing onward 

transmission and AIDS-related deaths.



Solution:

To Solution: Macro-Eyes deployed STRIATA-

Behavior to support the Mozambique National 



STRIATA-Behavior was recently assessed for use in Nigeria, analyzing more than 4 million 

appointments. The product demonstrated that if care teams in Nigeria had STRIATA-Behavior 

to indicate individuals at greatest risk, health systems would only need to engage 25% of their 

client base, but could reach the majority of people who would become lost to follow-up absent 

additional intervention.


As a technology, STRIATA-Behavior offers the power to transform client engagement: identify 

early and better characterize target populations, improving outcomes without use of more 

resources.
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The predictions provided by STRIATA-Behavior enable Mozambique to move closer 

to achieving the 95-95-95 HIV goal. STRIATA-Behavior demonstrated that health 

workers can engage the same number of clients, but reach four-times the number of 

people at highest risk of discontinuing treatment. As STRIATA-Behavior is deployed 

more broadly, the technology will enable health workers to engage precisely where 

and when their attention drives life-saving impact. 



For more information on STRIATA-Behavior and how it can be applied to other 
sectors, please contact sales@macro-eyes.com to schedule a conversation.


Results:

Using de-identified electronic medical records (EMR) data, 

combined with AI-enhanced satellite imagery and publicly 

available data, STRIATA-Behavior identified the small number of 

clients at highest risk of interruption of treatment with greater 

than 75% accuracy. 


HIV/AIDS Program to maximize ART coverage. STRIATA-Behavior analyzes a list of patients with 

upcoming ART appointments and predicts how likely each patient is to continue treatment. With this list 

in front of them, health workers can devote their time and resources to retain clients who are more likely 

to drop out of treatment.
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